
MAT 762, Algebraic Topology, Fall 2013

Homework Assignment 3

Problem 1. Let ∆n := [e0, . . . , en] be the standard n-simplex and vi, wi ⊂ ∆n × [0, 1] the

points vi := (ei, 0) and wi := (ei, 1), and let

ιv0,...,vi,wn,...,wi
: ∆n+1 −→ ∆n × [0, 1]

be the affine map which sends each vertex of ∆n+1 = [e0, . . . , en+1] to the corresponding

vertex of the simplex [v0, . . . , vi, wn, . . . , wi] ⊂ ∆n×[0, 1]. For a space X, define hn : Cn(X)→
Cn+1(X) to be the linear map given by

hn(σ) :=
n∑
i=0

(−1)iεn−i(σπιv0,...,vi,wn,...,wi
)

where π : ∆n × [0, 1] → ∆n is the projection onto the first factor, and εk := (−1)k(k+1)/2.

Show that ∂h+ h∂ = ρ− id where ρ(σ)(t0, t1, . . . , tn) := εnσ(tn, . . . , t1, t0).

Problem 2. (Hatcher, Section 3.2, Exercise 1) Assuming as known the cup product structure

on the torus S1 × S1, compute the cup product structure in H∗(Mg) for Mg the closed

orientable surface of genus g by using the quotient map from Mg to a wedge sum of g tori,

shown below.

Remark. Use that the homology of Mg is as described in Example 2.36 on page 141.

Problem 3. Let n ≥ 3.

(a) Show that if f : Sn → Sn−1 is a continuous map satisfying f(−z) = −f(z) for all z ∈ Sn,

then the induced map g : RPn → RPn−1 sends the generator of π1(RPn) to the generator

of π1(RPn−1).

(b) Use the naturality of the isomorphisms

H1(RPk;Z2) ∼= Hom(H1(RPk),Z2) ∼= Hom(π1(RPk),Z2)

to show that the map g of part (a) sends the generator of H1(RPn−1;Z2) to the generator

of H1(RPn;Z2).

(c) Use the ring structure on H∗(RPk;Z2) to conclude that there cannot be a continuous

map f : Sn → Sn−1 satisfying f(−z) = −f(z) for all z ∈ Sn.



Problem 4.

(a) Use acyclic models to prove that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy

C∗(X × Y )

A
��

t∗ // C∗(Y ×X)

A
��

C∗(X)⊗ C∗(Y )
τ // C∗(Y )⊗ C∗(X)

where A is the Alexander-Whitney map, t : X×Y → Y ×X is the homeomorphism which

sends a point (x, y) to the point (y, x), and τ is the isomorphism of chain complexes which

sends c⊗ c′ ∈ Ci(X)⊗ Cj(Y ) to (−1)ijc′ ⊗ c ∈ Cj(Y )⊗ Ci(X).

(b) Use part (a) to prove t∗([β]× [α]) = (−1)ij[α]× [β] for all [α] ∈ H i(X) and [β] ∈ Hj(Y ).

(c) Conclude that [β] ∪ [α] = (−1)ij[α] ∪ [β] for all [α] ∈ H i(X) and [β] ∈ Hj(X).

This homework is due on Thursday, October 17, 2013.


